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Whether it is a claim that involves damage to an aircraft’s hull or a repair-

related liability issue, working with an experienced claims team with in-depth 

knowledge of the aviation industry is essential. Finding the right resources can 

be a challenge. Sedgwick can help. Our aviation experts provide adjusting and 

surveying services for aviation businesses around the world.

Aviation claims solutions 

Expert claims services and support
Our team offers valuable technical expertise based on  

many years of practical experience in the aviation  

and insurance industries. Our claims services include:

• Hull, machinery and engine surveying 

• Property loss adjusting

• Liability adjusting 

• Aircraft recovery and salvage 

• Subrogation

• International claims handling

• Litigation management  

Detailed inspections
When an aircraft is damaged, completing the survey to assess 

damage requires a deep understanding of the aircraft’s or 

engine's construction, maintenance and repair processes. 

Sedgwick's hull surveyors assist with the most complex 

inspections and coordinate with all relevant parties. With 

our global presence, we can arrange for a surveyor to be  

on site, almost anywhere in the world, within a few hours  

of notification. 

Our investigations of first-party claims include 

comprehensive reports with detailed descriptions of 

damage, recovery and repair options, cost estimates/

evaluations and recommendations.

We have worked with all aviation sectors and related industries, including:

• Commercial airlines  •   General aviation

• Airport operators  •   Ground handling services

• Cargo operators  •   Military and law enforcement

• Corporate aviation  •   Regional carriers

• Flight schools   •   Air taxi operators

• Original equipment   •   Maintenance-repair-overhaul 

manufacturers (OEMs)           (MRO) service providers
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Enhancing the claims process
Sedgwick’s aviation team has unparalleled technical 

expertise and experience assisting clients with aircraft 

damage and liability claims. Our experts have handled 

many of the world’s highest-profile accidents and incidents 

over the past three decades, which often involved 

very complex recoveries and/or hull repairs. Through 

these assignments, we have worked with all the major 

manufacturers and specialist repair organizations. 

In addition to investigating and adjusting claims, we 

handle direct recoveries against a third party, assist with 

subrogation and provide litigation management services 

and expert witness testimony. Sedgwick also offers a full 

suite of support services, including forensic engineering, 

fire investigation and brand protection, to address specific 

claims-related issues. 

To learn more about our aviation claims solutions, contact:

Robert McParlin, Managing Director – Aviation 

P. +44.7386.654763           E. robert.mcparlin@sedgwick.com 

Ryan Smith, Deputy Managing Director – Aviation 

P. +44.7584.313675           E. ryan.smith3@sedgwick.com

To learn more about our integrated and  

customized solutions, visit S EDGWICK .COM


